- Current FMs provide enough flexibility, but the allocation formula (AF) does not;
- The AF should correspond to an outcome and impact of the GF transition instead of having transition and withdrawal as an outcome
General recommendations

Predictability for funding, 3 years isn’t enough

5W1H

Technical support before, during and after TP

Above allocation funding for TP

M&E before, during, and after TP (grad criteria)

Coordination & communication
CCM

Balanced approach to funding (disproportionate funding of one at the expense of another)
Regional grant

- Effective tool for advocacy
- Facilitate a dialogue on the national level
NGO-rule

• Could be effective for M&E during TP
• Services are supported to keep contact with KP
• Not expensive but NGOs need support
Loan

• Controversial
• Might work as a flexible tool to stimulate a country willingness to finance services